1. The Viral Dimension of the Gut Microbiome {#s0010}
============================================

A vast number of studies over the last decade demonstrated that the phylogenetic composition of the gut microbiome as well as its collective metabolic functional output crucially impact on host health. Next-generation sequencing revolutions enabling the 16S DNA based identification of enteric bacteria sparked numerous microbiome-wide studies that correlated particular bacterial composition shifts termed dysbiosis with human disease. The presence of specific bacteria with presumed pathobiont characteristics and/or the absence of specific bacterial species with suspected beneficial effects such as the production of short-chain fatty acids have both been linked to a wide range of human immune, metabolic and neurodegenerative diseases as well as to cancer and its resilience to immunotherapy ([@bb0215]; [@bb0220])

As this now undisputed role of enteric bacteria in modulating host health was being established, deep sequencing of the internal-transcribed-spacer (ITS) regions of fungal ribosomal genes exposed the enteric mycobiome as a second dimension of the gut microbiome ([@bb0495]). Recent studies indicated that also many fungi residing in our gastrointestinal tract affect host health. For instance, following depletion of the resident gut bacteria, commensal fungi could functionally substitute for these microbiota and as such protected the host from increased susceptibility to colitis and influenza infection ([@bb0295]). In addition, changes in the gastrointestinal fungi composition were recently shown to result in severe colitis in mice ([@bb0390]), demonstrating that---as shown on multiple occasions for commensal gut bacteria---also fungal dysbiosis can be linked to disease development in the host.

Although the above and also numerous other studies firmly established how a sophisticated interplay between the human host and the bacterial and fungal ecosystems inhabiting its intestines is continuously balancing host health and disease, the gut virome represents a third dimension of the gut microbiome that may very well outnumber the gastrointestinal bacteria and fungi and for which the effects on host health are only beginning to emerge. Indeed, apart from bacteria and fungi, human feces contains \> 10^9^ viral particles per gram. This hidden part of our microbiota includes viruses infecting each domain of life (Bacteria, Archaea and Eukarya). The latter include the human host itself, in which enteric viruses can produce acute-, persistent- or latent-like infections and in which certain viruses can integrate into the host genome ([@bb0095]; [@bb0110]; [@bb0685]).

In recent years, metagenomic fecal DNA sequencing studies started to systematically uncover the enormous complexity of the gut virome. While many viral sequences retrieved from intestinal contents cannot be taxonomically assigned and thus represent as yet uncharacterized viruses, it is clear from the mapped viral sequences that bacteriophages are by far the predominant component of the viral microbiome dimension ([@bb0110]; [@bb0445]; [@bb0475]). Illustrative of the mass abundance of bacteriophages in the intestinal ecosystem, a single *Bacteroidetes*-infecting phage family was recently characterized for which the founding phage on its own represented up to 22% of all reads in the human gut metagenome project ([@bb0195]; [@bb0765]). However, despite their massive abundance, thus far no host immune responses have been identified that are specifically directed toward gastrointestinal bacteriophages. Therefore, this review will focus on pattern recognition receptor (PRR) initiated responses directed at the eukaryotic viruses residing in the intestines.

Although the number of eukaryotic viruses present in the gut are fewer than bacteriophages ([@bb0475]; [@bb0560]), they could be detected in metagenomics studies as well as by PCR-based fecal shedding analyses in healthy individuals. For instance, viruses from the *Picobirnaviridae, Adenoviridae, Anelloviridae* and *Astroviridae* families and species such as *bocavirus, rotavirus, enterovirus* and *sapovirus* were present in the microbiome of healthy children ([@bb0315]; [@bb0800]). These observations demonstrate that intestinal colonization with eukaryotic viruses, some of which known to have pathogenic potential, can be tolerated without apparent symptomatic disease and thus may be considered "commensal" gastrointestinal viruses. Similarly, specific murine norovirus (MNV) strains were found to persistently infect the intestines of wild-type mice without causing pathology ([@bb0035]). However, host genetic deficiencies in anti-viral interferon (IFN) responses or in the autophagy machinery turned this virus-host relationship sour, as in these cases MNV could cause lethality or increased susceptibility to intestinal inflammation, respectively ([@bb0105]; [@bb0320]). These genetic studies in mice elegantly demonstrated that although lifelong asymptomatic viral presence within the gastrointestinal immune system is possible, it requires tight control by the mucosal immune system. Therefore, continuous monitoring of the gut virome by means of PRR signaling induced cytokine and IFN responses is essential for maintaining intestinal immune homeostasis, while also being responsible for protecting the host against occasional intestinal invasions by true pathogenic viruses. PRR-mediating sensing of gastrointestinal viruses leading to cytokine and IFN responses will therefore form the focus of this review.

2. The Gastrointestinal Virome in Regulating Host Health {#s0015}
========================================================

As observed for the other gut microbiota dimensions, the gut virome comprises core components shared among multiple individuals ([@bb0110]; [@bb0445]; [@bb0560]), but significant inter-individual differences exist and gut virome diversity is influenced by age as well as by environmental factors such as diet composition ([@bb0410]; [@bb0470]; [@bb0565]). Owing to their abundance, it is clear that the potential influence of such alterations in the gut virome composition on host health cannot be underestimated. Indeed, large metagenomics efforts have shown that the gut virome composition of human inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) and type 1 diabetes (T1D) patients differs from healthy individuals ([@bb0505]; [@bb0800]). As opposed to a decreasing richness of the bacterial microbiota typically observed in IBD patients, both Crohn\'s disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis (UC) patients displayed an increased richness in their fecal virome when compared to healthy individuals ([@bb0505]). While this increased viral richness was associated mainly with elevated numbers of the *Caudovirales* bacteriophages, Manrique et al. subsequently found that the fecal virome communities of these CD and UC patients harbored reduced numbers of the core bacteriophages commonly found in healthy subjects ([@bb0445]). Although the exact viruses involved remain to be identified, these observations suggest that IBD development may be associated with the loss of particular core bacteriophages with beneficial functions for intestinal health, allowing a bloom in other bacteriophages that result in the observed increased virome richness in IBD patients. In contrast to the richer gut virome observed in IBD patients, the intestinal viromes of individuals developing T1D were found to be less diverse than the ones from healthy controls, with the latter harboring significantly more viruses of the *Circoviridae* family ([@bb0800]). Together, these large virome-wide association studies thus highlighted the possibility that particular viruses in the gastrointestinal tract, such as *Circoviridae* in T1D, may exert beneficial functions for preserving host health. However, as many of the host PRR responses to bacteriophages and also several other enteric viruses remain to be identified, it is currently not clear how the observed correlations between skewed gut virome compositions and human disease development could be linked with altered innate immune responses to these intestinal viruses.

Nevertheless, several animal model studies have illustrated how particular enteric viruses can offer benefits for host health. For instance, a landmark study in mice showed that MNV mono-colonization of germfree (GF) or antibiotics (Abx)-treated mice reverted the gastrointestinal architectural and immune defects normally associated with depletion of commensal bacteria ([@bb0345]). Indeed, MNV colonization restored small intestinal crypt-villus morphologies, increased lymphocyte numbers and functioning with regards to IFNγ and IgA production, reverted the type 2 versus type 3 innate lymphoid cell (ILC) balances, and restored Paneth cell functioning in these mice ([@bb0345]). MNV colonization could thus functionally replace the gut homeostatic effects of the resident commensal bacteria, and was able to do so without causing disease or overt inflammation in the host. Moreover, beyond basal gastrointestinal immune homeostasis, MNV inoculation also protected Abx-treated mice against immune disturbances such as caused by *Citrobacter rodentium* infection or caused by dextran sodium sulfate (DSS)-induced tissue damage. Although the precise mechanisms of action require further investigation, experiments in mice lacking the IFNα receptor 1 (IFNAR1) showed that type I IFN signaling was needed for the beneficial effects of MNV and thus indicate the importance of PRR-based responses in mediating its effects on the host ([@bb0345]). The observation that MNV colonization could protect the host from subsequent gastrointestinal *C. rodentium* infection was reminiscent of previous studies showing protective effects of viral infections against future challenges. For instance, mice latently infected with the gammaherpesvirus 68 or murine cytomegalovirus (mCMV) were protected against bacterial infection with either *Listeria monocytogenes* or *Yersinia pestis* ([@bb0050]). These mouse model studies provided the proof of concept that resident individual viruses can exert beneficial effects for the host immune system both in homeostasis and upon infectious challenges.

Support for a beneficial role of the overall community of gut resident viruses in intestinal homeostasis was provided by Yang et al., who showed that depleting the gut virome through administrating an antiviral drug cocktail increased the sensitivity of mice to DSS-induced colitis ([@bb0740]). Administration of an inactivated rotavirus or combined triggering of Toll-like receptor (TLR)3 and TLR7 attenuated DSS-induced colitis, suggesting that viral RNA sensing through TLR3/7 may represent the molecular mode of action by which enteric viruses prevent excessive intestinal inflammation. In line with this notion as well as with the reported requirement for type I IFN signaling in the beneficial functions of MNV ([@bb0345]), plasmacytoid dendritic cells (DCs) isolated from DSS-inflamed colons produced IFNβ upon combined TLR3/7 stimulation ([@bb0740]). Supported by several other studies showing protective effects of type I IFNs in the induction of DSS-induced acute colitis ([@bb0325]; [@bb0545]; [@bb0590]; [@bb0680]), these findings suggested that the resident gut virome prevents colitis through TLR3/7-induced type I IFN production. Interestingly, the combination of antiviral drugs used in the Yang et al. study decreased the overall viral load in the intestine but increased the level of bacteriophage *Caudovirales*, similar to the observations in human IBD patients ([@bb0505]). Moreover, IBD patients bearing combined mutations in the *Tlr3* and *Tlr7* genes had higher hospitalization rates, suggesting that also in humans viral RNA triggering of these PRRs may be protective ([@bb0740]).

Although the above human observational and mouse experimental studies clearly indicate that particular members of the gut virome may help in maintaining intestinal immune homeostasis, it should be noted that there is only a fine line between the beneficial functions of a given virus and the potential detrimental outcomes of its presence. For instance, in mice with decreased expression levels of the autophagy executer *Atg16l1*, for which mutations in humans predispose to CD development, MNV colonization increased host sensitivity to DSS colitis ([@bb0100], [@bb0105]). In addition, while remaining asymptomatic in wild-type mice, MNV colonization worsened intestinal inflammation in IL-10-deficient mice ([@bb0060]). As opposed to its beneficial role in maturing the intestinal immune system of wild-type mice ([@bb0345]), these MNV studies illustrate how the host genetic status profoundly impacts on the response of the intestinal immune system to a gastrointestinal virus. Moreover, while gut virome depletion revealed an overall colitis preventing effect of the resident enteric viruses ([@bb0740]), mice with a latent mCMV infection developed more severe DSS colitis than control mice ([@bb0515]), illustrating the delicate balance between the either beneficial or detrimental effects of the intestinal viral ecosystem on the host.

Taken together, all of the above observations show that intestinal health depends on complex interactions between enteric viruses, host genetics, the mucosal immune system and other yet unidentified pathways. This complex host-viral cross talk emphasizes the need for better understanding of the innate immune mechanisms recognizing and responding to enteric viruses, which will be discussed further in this review.

3. Gastrointestinal Viral Infections {#s0020}
====================================

In contrast to the above described potential beneficial actions of gastrointestinal viruses for host health, several enteric viruses can elicit acute gastroenteritis. Enteric viruses are mostly transmitted via the fecal-oral transmission route, and their shedding in the stool can continue for a long time after the gastroenteritis symptoms resolved. Depending on the conditions of infection, viral gastroenteritis patients can suffer from abdominal pain, vomiting, nausea and diarrhea potentially leading to serious dehydration. However, in some cases viral gastroenteritis remains asymptomatic or evolves into a chronic infection. The latter implies continuous viral shedding in the stool, which creates a reservoir for future outbreaks of newly developed pathogenic strains ([@bb0185]; [@bb0235]; [@bb0605]). Viral gastroenteritis pathologies normally are self-limiting and generally resolve within 14 days, but they can turn life-threatening for immunocompromised patients and for infants in developing countries ([@bb0465]). In fact, the World Health Organization (WHO) reported diarrheal diseases as the second leading cause of death worldwide in children under 5 years of age, estimated to kill more than half a million of these children each year ([@bb0730]). Due to difficulties in their detection, the role for enteric viruses in eliciting diarrheal diseases was underestimated for a long time. However, after Kapikian identified in 1972 for the first time viral particles in the stool of a patient with diarrhea ([@bb0310]), many enteric viruses capable of causing diarrheal disease were described ([@bb0055]; [@bb0080]; [@bb0660]), of which the most common ones are introduced below.

3.1. Rotavirus {#s0025}
--------------

Rotavirus is a non-enveloped, double-stranded (ds)RNA virus of the *Reoviridae* family causing intestinal disease mainly in children. Rotavirus infection symptoms generally last up to 4 days and are represented in vomiting, diarrhea and low grade fever. Rotavirus infects and replicates in small intestinal epithelial cells, after which subsequent transcytosis into the lamina propria via the M cells can potentially lead to systemic spread and in some cases may evoke extra-intestinal disease manifestations ([@bb0070]; [@bb0570]). However, induction of an intestinal anti-rotavirus IgA response eventually clears the infection and induces protective immunity ([@bb0065]; [@bb0075]). Rotavirus is the only enteric virus for which (since 2006) two vaccines are available that in the meantime have been licensed by \> 100 countries worldwide. Given that in 2013 rotavirus infections were estimated to have caused 215,000 deaths in children below 5 years, routine use of the rotavirus vaccines is highly recommended by the WHO ([@bb9000], [@bb0640], [@bb0645]).

3.2. Norovirus {#s0030}
--------------

Human noroviruses (NoV) are non-enveloped single-stranded (ss)RNA viruses of the *Caliciviridae* family classified in six genogroups, of which genogroups I, II and IV are the ones infecting humans ([@bb0360]; [@bb0425]). In comparison to other enteric viruses, NoV causes a shorter period of diarrhea, but it is often accompanied by abdominal pain, headache and vomiting. Human NoV infection is the most common non-bacterial cause of gastroenteritis as well as the most common cause of food-borne gastroenteritis worldwide, accounting for an estimated 684 million cases per year. Norovirus infections also cause \> 200,000 deaths annually, mostly affecting children in developing countries below 5 years of age ([@bb0430]). Despite this huge global health and socio-economic impact, no vaccines or specific treatments for NoV infection are currently available.

3.3. Reovirus {#s0035}
-------------

Next to rotavirus, reovirus is another *Reoviridae* member of which particular strains can infect the gastrointestinal tract ([@bb0620]). Enteric infection with the dsRNA reovirus normally does not provoke pathology in humans or adult mice, but infecting mice with this seemingly innocuous virus was found to trigger inflammatory responses to dietary antigens causing loss of oral tolerance in a manner that at least partially relied on type I IFN responses ([@bb0085]). Therefore, despite not classifying as a typical gastroenteritis causative agent, it is interesting to include the mechanisms underlying host IFN responses to reovirus in this review.

3.4. Astrovirus {#s0040}
---------------

Astroviruses are positive-sense ssRNA viruses belonging to the *Astroviridae* family ([@bb0485]). After rotavirus, astrovirus is thought to be the second most common instigator of viral gastroenteritis in children ([@bb0160]). Although the mechanisms of astrovirus-induced intestinal pathogenesis have not been fully elucidated, a capsid protein was suggested to act as an enterotoxin that damages the intestinal epithelium and as such to provoke diarrhea ([@bb0145]). However, while astroviruses were shown to induce type I IFN production ([@bb0450]), the viral ligands nor the host receptors initiating this antiviral response have been identified.

3.5. Other Gastrointestinal Infectious Viruses {#s0045}
----------------------------------------------

Besides the above well-known instigators of viral gastroenteritis, other opportunistic viruses in some cases are capable of infecting the gastrointestinal tract and inducing pathology. For instance, *Coronaviridae* have long been considered solely as causative agents of common colds, but an outbreak of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) in China revealed diarrhea in up to 38% of the infected patients, presumably caused by toxins secreted during viral replication in enterocytes ([@bb0285]; [@bb0575]). However, SARS-CoV gastroenteritis incidence is rather low and no mortality has been reported ([@bb0175]; [@bb0250]; [@bb0270]; [@bb0690]). In addition, immunosuppressed patients can suffer from atypical viral gastroenteritis caused by viruses that normally do not infect a healthy gastrointestinal tract such as human Cytomegalovirus, Epstein-Barr virus, Enterovirus and Coxsackievirus ([@bb0400]; [@bb0585]; [@bb0635]; [@bb0715]; [@bb0760]).

4. General Principles in Antiviral IFN and Inflammasome Responses {#s0050}
=================================================================

The above described collection of gastrointestinal viruses with diverse effects on the host mucosal immune system, ranging from beneficial actions in immune maturation and homeostasis to deleterious effects potentially causing lethal diarrhea, imply the need for sophisticated host viral recognition systems that in some cases sustain the symbiotic relationship but in other cases initiate immediate antiviral responses to clear the infection. Antiviral immune responses are initiated by germline encoded PRRs that scan the cytosolic and endosomal environments for viral pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs). The obligate intracellular viral infectious life cycle including genome replication, protein production and virion assembly implies the cytosolic presence of viral nucleic acids as well as proteins as potential PRR triggers. Although endosomal presence of viral nucleic acids is detected by TLR3, TLR7/8 and TLR9 ([@bb0395]), in this review we will mainly focus on PRR-induced signaling pathways induced by viral ssRNA, dsRNA and dsDNA molecules residing in the cytosol. Several cytosolic PRRs have evolved to discriminate non-self viral nucleic acids from host nucleic acids in order to maintain tolerance to the latter ([@bb0165]; [@bb0260]; [@bb0580]) While discriminating viral DNA from host DNA is based mainly on their cytosolic versus nuclear presence, cytosolic non-self RNA sensors can detect a wide range of specific molecular patterns that are absent in host RNA and that have been reviewed elsewhere ([@bb0130]). Together, coordinated intracellular signaling pathways collectively initiated by these viral nucleic acid receptors will result in the activation of the NF-κB transcription factor leading to production of multiple pro-inflammatory mediators, as well as in an antiviral response characterized by the production of type I as well as type III IFNs ([@bb0595]; [@bb0650]; [@bb0770]).

The type I IFNs are defined as IFNs that signal through the IFNAR complex, and comprise several IFNα subtypes, IFNβ, IFN-δ, IFN-ɛ, IFN-κ, IFN-ω, IFN-τ and IFN-ζ. Among type I IFNs, mainly IFNα/β are known to play key roles in limiting viral replication and spread. Autocrine and paracrine IFNα/β signaling will trigger a JAK/STAT signaling cascade leading to STAT1/2 phosphorylation and hetero-dimerization. These STAT heterodimers translocate to the nucleus to induce the expression of numerous interferon stimulated genes (ISG) that aid in restricting viral replication, inhibit protein synthesis and prime neighboring cells for a viral attack ([@bb0350]; [@bb0710]). In addition, antiviral IFNα/β signaling can induce apoptosis, thereby destroying the viral replicative niche ([@bb0025]; [@bb0455]).

Type III IFNs (IFNλ) exert antiviral effects analogous to the ones exerted by IFNα/β owing to the similar JAK/STAT signal transduction pathway and IFN response gene expression they can induce upon binding their cellular receptor. However, type III IFNs (in humans comprising IFNλ1, IFNλ2, IFNλ3 and IFNλ4; while in mice only IFNλ2 and IFNλ3 are active) do not bind the IFNAR but instead signal through a receptor complex composed of the IL-10Rβ subunit and the specific IFNλ receptor 1 (IFNλR1) subunit. Binding to the latter defines type III IFNs. As the expression pattern of the IFNλR1 subunit is mainly restricted to epithelial cells, IFNλ is particularly important in responding to gastrointestinal antiviral responses, as it was shown to control the persistent character of several enteric viruses ([@bb0290]; [@bb0375]).

Besides inducing these antiviral IFN responses, in some cases viral nucleic acid receptors induce signaling toward activation of host inflammasomes, mostly in cooperation with cytosolic Nod-like receptor (NLR) family members ([@bb0435]; [@bb0440]). The inflammasome is a multi-protein complex in which activation of its catalytic subunit caspase-1 mediates maturation and secretion of IL-1β and IL-18 cytokines ([@bb0190]). While IL-1β exerts a broad diversity of functions within the innate immune response including lymphocyte activation and leukocyte transmigration, IL-18 is important for orchestrating the ensuing adaptive immune response by promoting IFNγ production ([@bb0170]). In addition, inflammasome activation can provoke a lytic form of cell death termed pyroptosis through cleavage of its Gasdermin D (GSDMD) substrate that forms pores in the cellular membrane ([@bb0015]; [@bb0180]; [@bb0795]). Apart from eliminating the replicative niche of intracellularly-replicating pathogens such as viruses, the lytic nature of pyroptotic cells also invokes extracellular release of danger-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) such as IL-1α and HMGB1 that assist in coordinating inflammatory responses ([@bb0010]; [@bb0115]; [@bb0370]).

Thus, alongside inducing antiviral IFN responses aimed at limiting viral dissemination, activating the inflammasome is an important cellular response to cytosolic viral nucleic acids that promotes inflammatory reactions. Moreover, IFN and inflammasome pathways are intimately linked. For instance, transcription of caspase-11 is controlled by type I IFN signaling ([@bb0540]), suggesting that anti-viral IFN responses could prime neighboring cells for executing non-canonical inflammasome activation in response to Gram-negative bacteria. Conversely, several studies have shown that type I IFNs can also downregulate inflammasome responses. For instance, type I IFNs were shown to reduce Nlrp3 inflammasome mediated production of mature IL-1β. This could in part be explained through type I IFNs activating STAT1, which in turn lead to production of IL-10 that decreased pro-IL-1β levels in an autocrine manner ([@bb0255]). In addition to these IL-10 dependent effects, type I IFNs were also shown to induce the production of 25-hydroxycholesterol (25-HC) that inhibits inflammasome-mediated inflammatory responses both in the priming and in the activation stages. Indeed, on the one hand 25-HC was reported to restrain pro-IL-1β expression on the transcriptional level ([@bb0550]), while on the other hand it was also reported to maintain mitochondrial integrity and as such to prevent the cytosolic release of mitochondrial DNA that could otherwise activate the absent in melanoma 2 (AIM2) inflammasome ([@bb0155]). Therefore, it is clear that the concerted actions of type I IFNs and inflammasome responses induced by gastrointestinal viruses could influence mucosal immunity in multiple autocrine and paracrine ways. Below, we will outline the several classes of viral nucleic acid recognizing PRRs and highlight in more detail the ones that have been implicated in IFN and inflammasome responses to gastrointestinal viruses.

5. Cytosolic Viral Nucleic Acid Receptors Inducing IFN and Inflammasome Responses {#s0055}
=================================================================================

5.1. Viral RNA Recognition by DExD/H Helicases {#s0060}
----------------------------------------------

Cytosolic viral ssRNA and dsRNA molecules are recognized by particular members of a large family of DexD/H-box containing helicases, among which RIG-I-like receptors (RLRs) have been best characterized ([@bb0275]; [@bb0335]; [@bb0755]). Members of the DexD/H helicase protein family all share a conserved DexD/H motif. This motif varies between DEAD and DEAH amino acid sequences, which defines the DDX and DHX helicases, respectively. Regardless, although the DEAD-box containing helicases have a preference for ATP, all DexD/H helicases can bind RNA structures to induce conformational changes upon ATP/NTP hydrolysis. This confers many of these proteins host RNA household functions such as in aiding RNA transcription, editing, splicing, export, translation, and turnover, as well as in ribosome biogenesis. However, some DexD/H helicases have evolved to recognize non-self RNA. The best known example is retinoic acid-inducible gene (RIG)-I, encoded by the *Ddx58* gene, which is the prototypical member of the RLRs ([@bb0130]; [@bb0210]; [@bb0415]).

### 5.1.1. RIG-I-Like Receptors (RLRs) {#s0065}

The RLRs are DexD/H helicases that stably bind cytosolic viral ssRNA or dsRNA to induce production of antiviral IFNs and pro-inflammatory cytokines. Members of this family include RIG-I, melanoma differentiation-associated gene 5 (MDA-5) and laboratory of genetics and physiology 2 (LGP2) ([@bb0150]; [@bb0305]; [@bb0745]). Both RIG-I and MDA-5 contain an RNA-binding DExD/H helicase domain and two N-terminal caspase-recruitment domains (CARDs), which serve for interacting with the signaling adaptor protein mitochondrial anti-viral signaling (MAVS) ([@bb0020]; [@bb0600]; [@bb0745]). As it lacks CARDs, LGP2 does not have signaling capacities like RIG-I and MDA-5, but rather functions as an accessory protein that can regulate RLR signaling either positively or negatively ([@bb0355]; [@bb0675]; [@bb0750]). RIG-I or MDA-5 mediated binding of viral RNA initiates CARD-CARD interactions between the respective RLR and MAVS. The latter then propagates a signaling cascade culminating in phosphorylation of IFN responsive factor (IRF)3 and IRF7, which translocate to the nucleus for inducing transcription of IRF responsive genes. In addition, RLR-induced MAVS signaling will also lead to NF-κB activation to induce transcription of several pro-inflammatory genes ([@bb0555]). RIG-I and MDA-5 together enable broad-range antiviral responses because they recognize different RNA structures. Although the exact ranges and structural underpinnings of the differential viral RNA recognition modes by these RLRs are not entirely clear yet and have been reviewed elsewhere ([@bb0130]), in general RIG-I was reported to bind short dsRNA stretches as well as ssRNA bearing 5′ di- or tri-phosphate ends, while MDA-5 prefers binding to long dsRNA sequences ([@bb0225]; [@bb0275]; [@bb0335], [@bb0340]).

### 5.1.2. Other DExD/H Helicases Involved in Cytosolic Viral RNA Recognition {#s0070}

Apart from the above RLRs, several other DexD/H helicases were suggested to directly recognize viral RNA and to initiate cellular anti-viral responses ([@bb0210]). For instance, the DDX1-DDX21-DHX36 protein complex was reported to bind reovirus and influenza dsRNA via the helicase domain of DDX1, after which DDX21 and DHX36 enabled interaction with the TRIF adaptor protein to initiate downstream signaling ([@bb0775]). Other reports proposed also DDX3 to be capable of directly sensing viral RNA in the cytosol, although some observations indicated that this RNA helicase could be involved as a more general scaffold in RLR-mediated antiviral signaling cascades. For instance, DDX3 was shown to interact with RNA molecules from diverse viral origins suggesting its role as an RNA sensor ([@bb0240]), but it was also reported to mediate RIG-I-induced signaling by promoting the assembly of MAVS signaling complexes ([@bb0245]), rendering it hard to discriminate whether DDX3 functions as a RIG-I-independent viral RNA sensor or as a signal transducer. Finally, although a function for DDX60 has been proposed as an upstream RNA sensor facilitating RIG-I-induced signaling ([@bb0520]), these findings were later questioned by DDX60-deficient cells and mice that did not show impaired IFN responses to a wide variety of viral RNA triggers ([@bb0230]). While it is thus clear that the individual roles of multiple non-RLR DexD/H helicases in viral RNA induced responses require additional investigational efforts, we will further highlight the functions of three particular DexD/H helicases---DHX9, DHX15 and DHX33---that were suggested to collaborate with distinct cytosolic NLRs in order to mount IFN or inflammasome responses to gastrointestinal viruses (summarized in [Fig. 1](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} ). However, it should be mentioned that for each of these three cases also TLRs or "classical" RLRs have been suggested to participate in sensing viral nucleic acids, as summarized in [Table 1](#t0010){ref-type="table"} . Therefore, a certain level of redundancy and/or cell type specificity can be envisaged in recognizing and responding to gastrointestinal viruses.Fig. 1Scheme of DExD/H helicase---NLR collaborations in cytosolic viral dsRNA induced IFN and inflammasome responses to gastrointestinal viruses. Dhx15-Nlrp6 complex formation enables recognition of EMCV long dsRNA stretches, upon which interaction with MAVS initiates downstream signaling toward IRF3-mediated IFN responses. Conversely, the Dhx9-Nlrp9b and Dhx33-Nlrp3 complexes facilitate dsRNA-induced inflammasome activation. Dhx9-Nlrp9b complex formation facilitates recognition of short dsRNA molecules from rotavirus infection, leading to inflammasome activation. Dhx33 recognizes short dsRNA cleavage products generated by OAS-activated RNase L. Dhx33 is then able to initiate signaling toward IFN responses in an NLR-independent manner by interacting with MAVS, while Dhx33 interaction with Nlrp3 is required to activate the inflammasome. See text for further details.Fig. 1Table 1Overview of Potential Redundancies and/or Cell Type Specificities of Host Receptors Initiating Viral RNA Signaling in Response to Gastrointestinal Rotavirus, Norovirus and Reovirus InfectionsTable 1Enteric VirusNucleic Acid PAMPHost PRRHost Adaptors and Downstream EffectHuman/Mouse Cell Type or Model System in Which the Response Was DemonstratedReferencesRotavirusEndosomal dsRNATLR3TRIF, type I IFNsAdult mouse IECs[@bb0805] and [@bb0530]Cytosolic dsRNARIG-I, MDA-5MAVS, type I IFNsHuman transformed IECs, MAVS^−/−^ mice[@bb0090]Cytosolic short dsRNA stretchesDhx9Nlrp9b, ASC, inflammasomeAdult mouse IECs[@bb0810]Murine NorovirusCytosolic dsRNAMDA-5MAVS, type I IFN and cytokine responsesMouse bone marrow derived DCs[@bb0460]Cytosolic long dsRNA stretchesDhx15, suggested based on ECMV studiesSuggested Nlrp6---MAVS---type I IFN response based on ECMV studiesHigher MNV loads in Nlrp6^−/−^ mice upon oral infection[@bb0700]ReovirusCytosolic dsRNA (suggested to be RNAse L-processed based on influenza dsRNA studies)DHX33NLRP3, ASC, inflammasomeHuman THP-1 macrophages, human primary monocyte-derived macrophages[@bb0480] and [@bb0120]Cytosolic dsRNADhx33MAVS, type I IFNsMurine splenic DC cell line D2SC, mouse bone marrow derived DCs, and mouse embryonic fibroblasts[@bb0420]Cytosolic dsRNARIG-I and MDA-5MAVS, type I IFNsMouse bone marrow derived cDCs and mouse embryonic fibroblasts[@bb0340]Cytosolic dsRNARIG-IMAVS, type I IFNsHuman 293 T cells[@bb0265]Cytosolic dsRNADDX1/DDX21/DHX36TRIF, type I IFNs and TNFMurine splenic DC cell line D2SC[@bb0775]

5.2. DexD/H Helicase: NLR Collaborations in Responding to Gastrointestinal Viruses {#s0075}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### 5.2.1. Dhx9-Nlrp9b Mediated Inflammasome Responses to Rotavirus Infection {#s0080}

The acute but transient nature of rotavirus-induced gastroenteritis suggests that specific innate immune responses are capable of rapidly controlling the infection. Initial studies on host responses to rotavirus infection focused on the role of TLRs. Administration of rotavirus dsRNA to mice resulted in small intestinal inflammation in a manner dependent on the endosomal dsRNA sensor TLR3 ([@bb0805]). TLR3-deficient mice were subsequently found to be hyper-susceptible to rotavirus infection at adult age but not in the neonatal stage of life ([@bb0530]). Although this observation showing a crucial role for TLR3 specifically in adulthood suggested that instead RLR sensing of rotavirus RNA could be essential at neonatal stages, another study also using adult mice showed that abrogating RLR signaling by deleting MAVS rendered mice unable to induce antiviral IFN responses leading to increased rotavirus burdens in these MAVS-deficient mice ([@bb0090]). Together, these studies suggested non-redundant protective roles for TLR3- and RLR-mediated IFN responses in murine rotavirus infection.

In addition to IFNs, a later study pointed at a potentially important role for inflammasomes in preventing rotavirus infection, as intraperitoneal injection of mice with IL-18 prior to gastrointestinal rotavirus infection diminished subsequent fecal shedding of the virus ([@bb0790]). Since IL-18 requires maturation by the inflammasome to obtain its biological activity, this study suggested that perhaps endogenous inflammasome activation by the virus could evoke host protective responses. This hypothesis was confirmed by Zhu et al., who showed that rotavirus infection in mice lacking the inflammasome components ASC or caspase-1 resulted in higher small intestinal viral titers and a higher diarrhea incidence ([@bb0810]). The authors identified Nlrp9b as the NLR responsible for initiating rotavirus-induced inflammasome responses, as Nlrp9b^−/−^ mice phenocopied the response of ASC- or caspase-1-deficient mice upon rotavirus infection. Moreover, consistent with the fact that rotavirus replicates in intestinal epithelial cells (IECs), also IEC-specific deletion of Nlrp9b or caspase-1 aggravated rotavirus gastroenteritis. Rotavirus dsRNA-induced Nlrp9b inflammasome activation resulted both in IL-18 release and in GSDMD-dependent pyroptosis. Interestingly, GSDMD-deficient mice but not IL-18-deficient mice displayed increased susceptibility to rotavirus infection when compared with wild-type mice ([@bb0810]). This suggests that beyond inducing IL-18 release, Nlrp9b inflammasome activation limits intestinal rotavirus burdens by inducing pyroptosis, perhaps to destroy the viral intracellular replicative niche or to release additional DAMPs needed for augmenting host antiviral responses. Similar to the reported age-related increase in TLR3 expression ([@bb0530]), also intestinal expression levels of ASC and Nlrp9b increased as mice grew older ([@bb0810]), suggesting that potentiating these two non-redundant modes of viral dsRNA recognition may explain how rotavirus susceptibility declines with age.

In order to identify the molecular mechanism by which Nlrp9b senses rotavirus presence in IECs, immunoprecipitation studies were performed that revealed an interaction between the human NLRP9 and DHX9 proteins ([@bb0810]). The latter was previously shown to act as an RNA-sensing DexD/H helicase during reovirus and influenza infection, after which it interacted with MAVS and as such mediated production of IFNs and cytokines ([@bb0785]). Aligning with this already reported DHX9 function, DHX9-NLRP9 complexes were found to bind short dsRNA stretches more efficiently than NLPR9 itself. In addition, primary IEC organoid cultures derived from Dhx9^−/−^ mice were defective in rotavirus induced inflammasome responses and allowed higher rotavirus replication rates than wild-type organoids. Thus, this study provided an example of a DexD/H helicase---NLR collaboration, showing that Dhx9 assists in rotavirus dsRNA sensing allowing Nlrp9b to induce the assembly and activation of an inflammasome that restricts viral replication by triggering pyroptosis (see [Fig. 1](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bb0810]).

### 5.2.2. Dhx15-Nlrp6 Mediated IFN Responses to EMCV and MNV Infection {#s0085}

A second example of DexD/H helicase-assisted functioning of NLR-mediated antiviral immunity in the gut was provided by a study using an oral encephalomyocarditis virus (EMCV) infection model. Mice lacking the NLR family member Nlrp6 showed higher viral burdens in their intestines and increased mortality upon oral EMCV infection as compared to wild-type mice, indicating a role for Nlrp6 in limiting EMCV replication in the intestinal mucosa ([@bb0700]). Oral EMCV infection of Nlrp6^−/−^ mice was associated with lower intestinal IFN and ISG levels compared to wild-type mice, showing that Nlrp6 was crucially contributing to antiviral IFN responses in this model. Consistent with this suggested role of Nlrp6 in mediating IFN responses, co-immunoprecipitation experiments showed that Nlrp6 was able to interact with MAVS. Similar experiments then revealed the ATP-dependent RNA helicase Dhx15 as a direct binding partner of Nlrp6 ([@bb0700]). As human DHX15 had previously been shown already to bind EMCV dsRNA ([@bb0490]), this suggested that Nlrp6 binding to this DexD/H helicase could increase their cumulative affinity for EMCV dsRNA. Indeed, similar to the above observations for the DHX9/NLRP9 complex, the interaction of Dhx15 and Nlrp6 resulted in improved dsRNA binding and facilitated complex formation with MAVS to induce IFN responses (see [Fig. 1](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). However, in contrast to the preferential binding of DHX9/NLRP9 to short dsRNA, the Dhx15/Nlrp6 interaction resulted in a preference for binding high-molecular weight dsRNA ([@bb0700]; [@bb0810]). Accordingly, unlike Nlrp6^−/−^ mice, Nlrp9b^−/−^ mice were not more sensitive to oral EMCV infection than wild-type mice ([@bb0810]).

Interestingly, apart from EMCV, also MNV was described as subject to Nlrp6-dependent antiviral immune signaling. In the absence of Nlrp6, oral MNV infection resulted in higher fecal and intestinal epithelial MNV loads, suggesting a role for Nlrp6 in clearing this virus from the gut ([@bb0700]). However, unlike for EMCV, no information was provided by Wang et al. on the role of Dhx15 in Nlrp6 responses to MNV, nor on the effects of Nlrp6 on MNV-induced IFN responses ([@bb0700]). In fact, IFN responses to MNV were previously reported to depend entirely on MDA-5-mediated recognition of its dsRNA. Indeed, in contrast to wild-type as well as TLR3^−/−^ DCs, MDA-5-deficient DCs did not mount cytokine or IFN responses to MNV infection ([@bb0460]). This observation showing that MDA-5 is crucial for initiating MNV dsRNA-induced IFN responses seems contradictory with the suggested similar role for Nlrp6, although it should be noted that MDA-5 and Nlrp6 have differential expression patterns. Indeed, given its major expression in IECs, Nlrp6 might represent the intestinal epithelial sensor for MNV dsRNA, while MDA-5 could initiate MNV antiviral defense in immune cells. However, although human NoV can readily infect human IECs ([@bb0200]), the preferred murine target cells of MNV are immune cells such as macrophages, DCs and B cells ([@bb0300]; [@bb0725]). Only recently, a potential effect of MNV in IECs was discovered. After several studies consolidated a major role for IFNλ signaling in controlling the persistency of intestinal MNV colonization ([@bb0030], [@bb0040]), a particular persistent MNV-CR6 strain was found to dodge the intestinal antiviral effects of IFNλ in a tiny subpopulation of IECs, which it used as a reservoir to persist *in vivo* ([@bb0380]). These MNV-CR6-infected cells accounted for only 0.0003% of the IECs, and were recently identified by Wilen et al. as specialized intestinal epithelial Tuft cells ([@bb0720]). Considering the mainly IEC-restricted Nlrp6 expression pattern, it is puzzling how Nlrp6 could exert its antiviral effects on MNV loads from these very rare Tuft cells. Since MNV infection of Tuft cells was linked to secretion of IL-4 and IL-25 ([@bb0720]), it will be interesting to see whether the Nlrp6 effects acting in IECs could potentially restrict intestinal MNV replication through modulating the expression of such type 2 cytokines thereby indirectly affecting intestinal immune cells.

### 5.2.3. DHX33-Nlrp3 Mediated Inflammasome Responses to Reovirus {#s0090}

Similar to the above Dhx9-Nlrp9b and Dhx15-Nlrp6 cooperative antiviral responses, also the DexD/H RNA helicase DHX33 was reported to relay viral RNA signaling through a cytosolic NLR. Indeed, Mitoma et al. provided evidence that human DHX33 recognizes reovirus dsRNA leading to NLRP3 inflammasome activation ([@bb0480]). The NLRP3 inflammasome is well known as an innate immune effector triggered by a broad range of stimuli including enteric bacterial pathogens such as *Vibrio cholerae* and *C. rodentium* ([@bb0615]; [@bb0655]). However, reovirus was the first viral intestinal trigger suggested to activate the NLRP3 inflammasome through it dsRNA. Upon transfection of reoviral dsRNA in human macrophages, DHX33 was proposed to bind the reovirus dsRNA via its helicase domain, after which the DEAD domain of DHX33 directly interacts with the NACHT domain of NLRP3 leading to activation of the inflammasome. Knock-down of DHX33 expression abrogated this reovirus dsRNA induced NLRP3 inflammasome activation ([@bb0480]). Similar Dhx33 knock-down experiments in murine DCs and fibroblasts later suggested that Dhx33 also initiates MAVS-mediated but RIG-I- and MDA-5-independent IFN responses upon reovirus infection ([@bb0420]), arguing that also in mice Dhx33 could have a role in responding to reovirus infections. In contrast, also classical RLR pathways were described in reovirus infected murine cells, as deleting both RIG-I and MDA-5 prevented the induction of type I IFNs after reovirus infection of conventional DCs and upon transfection of reovirus genomic RNA in mouse embryonic fibroblasts ([@bb0340]). Furthermore, adding to the complexity of comparing reovirus responses in different murine or human cell types, knockdown experiments in human 293T cells showed that only RIG-I but not MDA-5 was responsible for inducing IFN responses to this virus ([@bb0265]). Moreover, as mentioned before, also a DDX1/DDX21/DHX36 complex was suggested already as a receptor recognizing reoviral dsRNA in murine DCs via both TRIF and MAVS ([@bb0775]). Although these observations illustrate the many potential redundancies and different cell type specific responses to this virus ([Table 1](#t0010){ref-type="table"}), it is clear that DHX33 can contribute at least in some cases to host responses to reoviral dsRNA.

Although the exact mechanisms how DHX33 links viral dsRNA to both IFN and inflammasome signaling, an independent study on the role of the 2′,5′-oligoadenylate synthetase (OAS)-RNase L signaling cascade during influenza infection suggested an additional layer of complexity in this response (see [Fig. 1](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bb0120]). Upon viral infection, OAS is one of the antiviral ISGs expressed. This enzyme mediates synthesis of 2′,5′-linked oligonucleotides, which activate the host RNase L to cleave viral dsRNA into smaller fragments. DHX33 knock-down experiments in human macrophages suggested that DHX33 recognizes such RNase L generated influenza dsRNA cleavage products, thereby promoting its interaction with both MAVS and Nlrp3 ([@bb0045]; [@bb0120]). Thus, although genetic *in vivo* confirmation is still needed, the above *in vitro* DHX33 knock-down studies suggest that this DexD/H helicase performs a dual role in viral dsRNA-induced IFN responses and Nlrp3 inflammasome activation.

5.3. Cytosolic Viral DNA Receptors Leading to IFN and Inflammasome Responses {#s0095}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Intracellular viral DNA can be detected by several host DNA sensors. A central theme upon cytoplasmic DNA sensing is cyclic GMP-AMP synthase (cGAS)-mediated production of cGAMP, which can bind and activate stimulator of interferon gene (STING) as an essential signaling intermediate in antiviral IFN responses ([@bb0630]). Triggering of STING-mediated IFN responses have been suggested for several upstream cytosolic DNA sensors, among which the DexD/H helicase DDX41 ([@bb0780]), the IFNγ-inducible protein (IFI)16 ([@bb0670]), and DNA-dependent activator of IFN regulatory factors (DAI, encoded by *Zbp1*) ([@bb0625]). In addition, multiple other STING-dependent as well as -independent DNA sensors have been proposed and were reviewed elsewhere ([@bb0735]). However, since to our knowledge these IFN response inducing intracellular DNA sensors have not been implicated yet in the response to gastrointestinal viruses, these PRRs are beyond the scope of this review.

In contrast, AIM2---a cytosolic dsDNA sensor that does not induce an IFN response but instead leads to inflammasome activation ([@bb0205]; [@bb0280])---was implicated in the host response to mCMV ([@bb0535]), of which the human CMV counterpart causes gastroenteritis in immunocompromised patients ([@bb0715]). Although mCMV was administered intraperitoneally in this study and intestinal immune responses were not studied, AIM2- as well as ASC-deficient mice showed impaired IL-18 responses consistent with defective inflammasome activation upon mCMV infection ([@bb0535]). Insufficient systemic IL-18 levels in these AIM2- and ASC-deficient mice correlated with a lack of NK cell dependent IFNγ production and higher viral loads ([@bb0535]). This observations thus illustrates the *in vivo* requirement for AIM2-mediated mCMV dsDNA sensing to mount strong innate and adaptive immune responses for viral control, suggesting that perhaps impaired AIM2 responses contribute to the sensitivity of immunocompromised individuals to hCMV-induced gastroenteritis.

6. Concluding Remarks {#s0100}
=====================

The above outlined viral nucleic acid recognition systems and signaling pathways that can be triggered by enteric viruses illustrate the complexity of the coordinated cellular response to the presence of a viral guest in its cytosol. While many of the cytosolic DexD/H helicases need further investigation on their individual role in responding to non-self nucleic acids, it is already clear that many of them will couple to other PRR systems in order to fine-tune and diversify their actions. The outlined examples of the Dhx9/Nlrp9b, Dhx15/Nlrp6 and the even more complex RNase L/Dhx33/Nlrp3 viral RNA signaling complexes (see [Fig. 1](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}) nicely illustrate this notion. In the described DexD/H helicase---NLR collaborations it is interesting to note that Dhx9 and Dhx33 engage NLRs to activate inflammasomes, while Dhx15 instructs an NLR to induce IFN responses. Although it is tempting to speculate that interaction with particular DexD/H helicases could modulate NLR functions, these differences could also simply reflect inherently different functions of the respective NLR family members. For instance, while Nlrp6 was relaying Dhx15 EMCV dsRNA sensing to IFN responses, inflammasome responses upon EMCV infection were in fact reported to depend on MDA-5 mediated sensing of its dsRNA leading to Nlrp3 activation ([@bb0525]). This illustrates how different NLRs can induce either IFN or inflammasome responses to a single virus, although one needs to bear in mind that also cell type specific functions of the respective NLRs remain possible. Finally, it deserves mentioning that although we focused on the already described viral RNA/DNA initiated responses, several enteric viruses including SARS-CoV, Enterovirus 71 and Coxsackievirus B3 were reported to activate the Nlrp3 inflammasome upon host recognition of a viral-derived protein ([@bb0125]; [@bb0385]; [@bb0405]; [@bb0500]; [@bb0695], [@bb0705]). Upon integrating also these viral protein induced signaling cascades the picture will appear even more complex.

Due to the multicellular organization of the gastrointestinal tract and the diversity of its inhabitants, an intense cross talk between the bacterial, fungal and viral dimensions of the microbiome as well as with the host ultimately determines intestinal homeostasis. For instance, prior antibiotics treatment leading to depletion of the gut microbiota was shown to decrease rotavirus, reovirus as well as MNV infectivity in mice ([@bb0300]; [@bb0365]; [@bb0665]). In the latter case, histo-blood group antigens derived from enteric bacteria were shown to act as stimulatory agents allowing MNV as well as human NoV to infect B cells ([@bb0300]). In addition, the resident gut bacterial community prevents persistent MNV colonization in mice by suppressing type III IFN responses ([@bb0030]). These interactions demonstrate how the bacterial gut microbiota can affect host immune responses to a viral trigger both directly and indirectly. Moreover, given the vast amount of intestinal bacteriophages that depend on the presence of their specific bacterial hosts, there is no doubt that future research in this area will reveal additional ways by which alterations in the gut microbiota composition determine the composition of the gut virome and hence also host anti-viral responses.

With regards to viral-host interactions, the described beneficial effects of MNV colonization in wild-type GF intestines versus its detrimental effects in autophagy-defective or IL-10^−/−^ mice illustrate how host genetics influence intestinal immune responses to resident viruses ([@bb0060]; [@bb0105]; [@bb0345]). The altered gut virome compositions observed in CD, UC and T1D patients ([@bb0505]; [@bb0800]) predict that many more of such disbalanced virus-host interaction may contribute to disease development. Indeed, similar to how failures in discriminating self versus non-self nucleic acids can provoke auto-immune diseases ([@bb0330]), perhaps diseases such IBD and T1D derive from sustained responses to nucleic acids from pathogenic viruses, or from inappropriate responses to viral nucleic acids derived from the endogenous gut virome. In this respect, it is interesting to note that T1D is associated with gastrointestinal enterovirus infections and that a polymorphism in the *IFIH1* gene encoding MDA-5 was shown to be associated with the severity of enterovirus 70 gastrointestinal infection ([@bb0135]; [@bb0510]). Moreover, the exact same *IFIH1* polymorphism also associates to T1D development, and the gut virome composition is associated with T1D development ([@bb0610]; [@bb0800]). Therefore, although cause and consequence are always difficult to discriminate, it is tempting to speculate that there could indeed be link between altered viral dsRNA induced MDA-5 responses, enteric viral presence and T1D development. Adding to this suspicion, the success of fecal transfers in IBD patients has recently been associated with the gut virome composition ([@bb0140]; [@bb0815]). While at the moment they are mere correlations, there is no doubt that these observations will spark many future efforts investigating the response of the intestinal immune system to "commensal" and infectious viral nucleic acids.
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